Beer Trivia
Why does the “33” on a Rolling Rock beer bottle refer to?
Correct Answer (according to the Rolling Rock website): The number of words in the statement on the back of the bottle. “Rolling Rock. From the glass lined tanks of old Latrobe we tender this premium beer for your enjoyment, as a tribute to your good taste. It comes from the mountain springs to you.”

The brewery was evaluating different lengths of statements on the back. They forgot to remove the “33” when they sent the bottles for printing. Not wanting to throw them away, they used them as is.

Reinheitsgebot, the German beer purity law in 1516 stated beer will be made with only these things:
Correct Answer: malted grains, water, and hops
Most people think that yeast is included; however, an answer including yeast was considered a wrong answer, as microbiology wasn’t even invented at that time. Louis Pasteur determined that yeast cells are the basis for fermentation in 1857.

Who said, “You can't be a real country unless you have a beer and an airline - it helps if you have some kind of a football team, or some nuclear weapons, but at the very least you need a beer.”
Perfect Jurors: Ghandi
Rug Rats: Jack Newton
Correct Answer: Frank Zappa

Who said, “Time is never wasted when you're wasted all the time.”
Perfect Jurors: Keith Richards (or maybe Ted Kennedy)
Rug Rats: Matt Fisher
Correct Answer: Catherine Zandonella

Who said, “Work is the curse of the drinking class.”
A) Oscar Wilde

Who said, “Beer is proof that God loves us and wants us to be happy.”
A) Benjamin Franklin

Who said, “Give me a woman who loves beer and I will conquer the world.”
Perfect Jurors: Ying (we believe the world is safe)
Rug Rats: Slick (guess we can’t call you Napoleon)
Correct Answer: Kaiser Wilhelm

Who said, “I would kill everyone in this room for a drop of sweet beer.”
Perfect Jurors: Carrie Nation
Rug Rats: Jan Newton (nectar of the Gods)
Correct Answer: Homer Simpson
Guinness sells an average of _ million glasses a day.
Perfect Jurors: None – They don’t make glasses – They make beer you idiots
Correct Answer: 10

Guinness is brewed in __ countries.
A) 51

You can find this beer on tap at Moe’s Tavern.
A) Duff’s

At 198 calories a pint, this beer has fewer calories than a pint of skimmed milk or orange juice.
A) Guinness

Define, Cenosillicaphobia
Rug Rats: Fear of plaid kilts
Correct Answer: Fear of an empty glass

St. James Gate, where Guinness is brewed, is leased. When does the lease run out?
Perfect Jurors: When they make their last pair of glasses
Rug Rats: 30 days after Sled drinks a Guinness
Correct Answer: 10759, a 9000 year lease was signed in 1759.

Trappiste beers are brewed by?
A) Cisterian Monks

Name the Trappiste breweries.
Perfect Jurors: Billy, Joe, Thelma, Lance, Dewey, and Alexander
Correct Answer: Chimay, Orval, Rochefort, Westmalle, Westveteren, and Schaapskooi

What is interesting about this comment on Shakespeare’s soliloquy?

In one of the Bard’s best-thought-of tragedies, our insistent hero, Hamlet, queries on two fronts about how life turns rotten.

To be or not to be: that is the question, whether tis nobler in the mind to suffer the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune.
Perfect Jurors: If you play it backwards it says Paul is dead
Rug Rats: Absolutely nothing
Correct Answer: The first in an anagram of the second

Scientists in the Orkney Islands recently recreated a Stone Age beer, having this unique ingredient.
Perfect Jurors: Sheep’s urine, it’ not baaaad!
Rug Rats: Slick’s hair
Correct Answer: Cow dung